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When I teach on Tuesdays at Neilson Park Creative Centre I have time between the
afternoon and evening classes to have dinner, read or paint and reorganize for the next class. This week I
chose to write my little report on the last day of the ECiD program. I got a half hour into it and had to
stop. Unexpectedly, emotions welled and swelled and I had a class to teach. I took myself outside to a
safe place. The sky had cleared since I arrived that morning. The sun was out, it was warm with no
humidity. It was breezy enough for the trees to make enough sound to drown out urban noise. No one
there but me and my solitude.
Two years ago a pair of grey jays nested in the tree in front of the Centre. This was unusual. Cindy, in the
office, and I enjoyed watching the birds and their babies for a long time (they are long nesters). To our
pleasure, they returned to the same nest last year. I learned a lot about grey jays during those summers
and developed affection for them. This year I was disappointed when they didn't return.
As I stood on Tuesday, trying to centre myself after reliving the last ECiD, a grey jay flew about four feet
from my head. I followed it with my eyes and saw another. Then another.....there were at least a half
dozen. I watched for a long time as they soared and swooped and sang. A performance for no one but
me. One landed on the topmost leaf on a large tree. How light was it that the leaf stayed upright under
the weight of the jay? During the entire length of the performance, a pair of yellow-bellied warblers
flitted in and out of the sumacs. A pair of purple finches landed near my feet.
With the parking lot empty, and in my solitude, this was a magical place. I became quiet inside and
centred once again. This has been a perfect place for so much magic on Thursdays in studio “A” for
twelve years. Teachers, children, Austin, Patricia, facilitators...Who have the magicians been? Who has
been the audience? I believe that we have all shared dual roles as magicians and audience. A powerful,
pulsing life force that, even when we go our separate ways, binds us with a delicate strength. Whether
we have been together for just one day or one day a year for many years, the life force is transported
into many different worlds and lives in ways we may never know.
Magic is such a special gift, whether it's a quiet moment with nature or many moments shared by many
people. May we all continue to be both magicians and audience, open to the endless possibilities in
being both... to both share and graciously receive.
Louise Cordingley-Zych
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REPORT FROM THE MILKWEED EXECUTIVE
Austin Clarkson
Amy, Austin, Ina, Nancy and Robin met in Pat’s living
room on July 9.

ECiD and other programs to elementary classes of a
school that will be housed temporarily at St. Kateri.
They are looking to Milkweed to provide some
facilitation. We won’t hear further about this until the
fall. Things move slowly there.
Stephen came to the ECiD and to a teachers
workshop, and Geordie came to the last ECiD on
June 19.

(1) We decided to have the “Thank You Gathering”
for the ECiD staff, Monday, July 28 at Austin and
Beverly’s and to have the Anatolia Restaurant cater
the dinner.
(2)The 20th Anniversary Celebration of the founding
of the Milkweed Collective at Alex and Jay’s Shanti
Studio in Hamilton.

ii. Toronto Cultural Hotspot “Signature Project”
Austin made an appointment to see Peter Leon, City
Councilor Ward 3, City Hall, July 3, to discuss issues of
the arts in Etobicoke. Mr. Leon was very helpful and
put Austin in touch with Andrea Raymond-Wong,
Project leader of the Cultural Hotspot Program,
which this year focused on Scarborough and next
year will focus on Etobicoke
(www.culturalhotspot.ca). The competition deadline is
August 15 for one of three signature projects set to
run from May-October 2015. Austin sent Andrea
information on Milkweed and the ECiD and put
together a concept for a project. She was most
encouraging. Amy, Ina and Austin got together to
think through a project, and Ina took on the task of
consulting with Arts Etobicoke and Lakeshore Arts
to develop the logistics of the project. The proposal
for “Creative Imagination Grow-op” is presently
under development. Toronto Culture will fund up to
$15,000 of the three selected projects, but requires
matching funds or in-kind services. For matching
funds we are approaching Cinespace Studios with
the proposal that they provide video
documentation of the project. Peter Leon is helping
us obtain an introduction to the head of Cinespace
Studios.

(3) Pat to send out an enquiry to the membership as
to whether or not to have Wildfire 2015.
(4) We discussed Milkweed’s assets: A balance (over
$10,000) with Ar ts Etobicoke; TD Bank Acct
($1,800); data projector ($600); 70 foam board
sheets for hanging drawings. We decided to hang
onto these assets and wait to see whether they
would be useful in following up new directions.
(5) Pat and Austin reported on consultations.
i. “Imagination and Creativity Centre, Dufferin-Peel
CSB.
On June 25 Pat and Austin went to St. Kateri, a
decommissioned high school at the intersection of
Erin Mills Parkway and Burnhamthorpe Road in
Mississauga. Arts Coordinators Stephen Hurley,
retired, and Geordie Barnett, current, showed us
around their new “Imagination and Creativity
Centre” that they have set up in the library and
music room of the former high school. They have
purchased equipment for several jazz combos, 30
tables on casters for artwork, and a room full of art
supplies. Next fall they are planning to provide the
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WildFire 2014
“I am SOOO grateful for yesterday,
being with all of you. My heart is
still

singing and I am looking

forward to

our next time being

together. Each gathering – a gift.”
Alex

“Absolutely a precious day. ! Even though I

saw my dear old friends for such a short
time--it was good to feel that loving
connection.

I'm so sorry I had to miss the dinner.!

The give-away was so powerful, so
meaningful !Wildfire was magic, as always. !
Love and gratitude to all.”
Luci

“Soooo inspiring to be a witness and participant in the wildfire
gathering again... always a powerful inspiration for my spirit and
whole being.
Thank you to Austin and Beverley for your gracious hosting skills
again... it wouldn't be the same without all that love in your home
holding the space. Namaste!!!
peace,”
“It's hard to imagine that so much
Carlo
magic and love can be packed into

“I'm always amazed that there is never
any awkwardness between us no matter
how much time has passed between
gatherings; we just continue from where
we last left off. The loving, communal
bond we share is very deep, and as Alex
described, a gift.
Thank you all for being who you are - it
brings out the best in each of us.
Much love”
Carolyn
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such a few hours, although
considering the wonderful people
there and how much you all put
i n t o i t , i t ' s n o s u r p r i s e. I
still! unexpectedly remember
something amd give a little gasp of
joy.!!!The drumming, the giveaway
with all the synchronicity, and the
reveal - unforgettable.
Love to all,”
Jess

Elaine Kru!r

I really enjoyed the day of the Wildfire reveal. It was great
to see everyone again.
Here is my piece. (It was hard to photograph with the
glass) It is made of white paper on white. I’m sorry it’s hard
to see the more subtle parts but you can get the general
idea.
When I got the email from Patricia with the wildfire list. I
was down in Chicago at my mother’s funeral. I couldn’t
open the attachment. When I got home I checked and I
was first. The thing that was most present for me was
Mom’s death. It took a few days to know what I had to do.
I sat down and started to brainstorm what was important for me to express here. I realized that Mom didn’t
abandon us. (This was big for me!) She had her own journey to make. This realization was a huge shift for me.
This piece became Mom’s journey from my imagination. I call it Vi’s garden. I used only white to symbolize light
and pure spirit.

Janine Kitch

“ON THE WINGS OF THE WIND”
Presenting my wildfire piece has been a challenge for me.. what do I present? The
visual process, or the final product? I must say that the expressive and spontaneous
images that came to me while I was priming the creative pump were far more
meaningful and an integral part of the final painting. For this reason, I choose to
present the process.
Many threads wove the pattern; The threads of synchronicities, the practice of
making a drawing a day with oil pastels, a book I was reading at the time called:
“The Soul Journey, Guidance from the Divine Within,” by Lawrence Edward”. The
book is a fairy tale of the hero’s quest. In this story the hero is to follow the call of
“The Bird of a Thousand Lights” and to free it. (The bird call came from a princess
turned into an eagle and trapped into a cave,) and finally Elaine’s theme of the
journey of the soul in the afterlife which translated for me as the journey of my
soul in the here and now.
Interestingly, the one dominant thread, the one that still persists in showing up
unexpectedly was the one explored during the “Foundation of Creative
Imagination” course: Balancing Heaven and Earth..
Because pictures speak better than words here are the images:
Image 1 - the eagle in flight,
Image 2 - a turkey, sometimes called the Eagle of the Earth”(Animal -Speak). My
amplification of both symbols pointed to the obvious: the need for balance and
coming down from lofty realms…
Image 3 - “On the Wings of the Wind”. I would guess that it is the wind of change,
the movement of turning around or maybe honouring the both/and... I don’t know…
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When I received Janine’s idea’s for her piece, I
very much connected to her “journey of the
soul in the here and now.”
The process of healing my body for the last
20 months has been a very soul-full journey.
During some very dark times and a few set
backs, I have found comfort and inspiration
in a prayer titled “Into the Light” which closes
with the words, “...the best is yet to come to
light.” I have also found inspiration from a
book titled “The Man Who Couldn’t Eat” by
John Reiner. A friend of the author shares
the idea that although he is not able to eat,
he has to find something in the experience
so as not to cheat himself out of something
that is vital to living his life. I needed to do
the same. I need to find something in this
experience of healing myself that was vital to
me being able to live my life. So, in the midst
of a set back, I asked myself, when is it that I
feel my best? The answer of course is when I
am moving, when I am dancing!
That is what I needed to do. I needed to
move more, to dance more and I needed to
do it with others.
I now dance with and teach dance to adults
with Parkinson’s disease and moms and their
babies. In dancing with them, it has helped
me regain something vital to who I am and
how I live my life. When things are tough, I
dance my way through them.
A friend had sent me a link to a
performance artist, Heather Hansen, who
creates larger than life visual movement
pieces. This is what I wanted to create. The
scale of a larger than life creation wasn’t
possible, but smaller-scale, daily drawings
were. So, using a roll of easel paper and
water-colour crayons my scoll emerged...
What I found interesting in my process is
that I worked backwards in a way. In an
attempt to keep the roll of paper in place, I
would kneel on it and work facing the
drawing that I had done previous... I was
looking back on what I had done, back on
my past. At the reveal, Mary Louise shared
wih me the Inuit Shamanic teachings of
looking backwards while on a jouney so you
can find your way home...
Robin "Phail-Dempsey
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Au#in Clarkson

Pat$cia Byers "Phail

There is always a sense of ‘What will I do when the Wildfire gets to me?’; and ‘Will I be able to come up with a
good idea?’ But this year when I received Austin’s offering, I knew exactly what I wanted to do! His lovely poem
and picture of treetops excited me and I immediately started looking through my many thousands of photos to
find the ones I wanted for my

Some letters were easy and I had lots of choices - like Reflected
Trees or Fallen Trees or Icy Trees.

Some letters were more challenging - like Quirky Trees or Garnished
Trees or eXotic Trees (had to be a little creative for that letter!)

But it was fun to try and find the adjectives that would work for
each letter. I also knew that that I would have to honour my time
spent in places that had no trees, for that was just as dear to me as
were the many trees I have loved in my life. And so the final letter
became Zero Trees!

Using the Apple option to print my ‘book’ was a challenge in itself, but something I will definitely do again. My
husband, Larry was so taken with the book that he suggested I print not just one but four and give each of our
families a copy! I had the most fun revisiting so many places looking for the pictures I wanted to use - it was like
travelling to all those great places again!
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Alex Bovk%

When Alex sent me the description and pictures of her knitted shawl, I was elated with the prospect of
somehow engaging my ongoing knitting project into my response.
An afghan I started knitting three years ago was now
morphing into a baby blanket. My son, Adam and daughter-inlaw, Sara were expecting their first baby when it was “my
turn”. I had just proposed the idea of the blanket to them.
They embraced the offer, chose the coloured squares they
preferred (minus gender associated colours) and then I was
on my way to resolve. This required sewing together nine
squares and knitting a border. I had just started the border
pieces when Alex’s e-mail appeared. I chose to let it give me
license to spent time knitting, along with my ongoing work in
the studio.
Knitting encourages thinking. …when not counting. It is a way
of “doing something” when emotional or physical responses
are limited or restricted.
There is a sense of
accomplishment…”at least I did this!” For me, it is very
different to working creatively. There is not the same
exhilaration or intensity, but knitting with beautiful colours and the texture of wool between the fingers is very
satisfying.
As I knit the two-inch borders, I marveled at how a change in
tension jumps out. Mistakes with my creative work are what
I count on and exploit. With knitting they just stand out as
being incompetent…..less than perfect.
On the charitible
side, the garment is one of a kind, beautiful in its imperfection,
fused with caring and time.
My painted representation of the knitted border embraces
the patterning and mistakes. The eye seeks to find difference
– the end game here is visual stimulation, not the pleasure and
warmth of a hand made knitted article.
Nancy Newton
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Kir#y Burgum

Nancy sent images of the beautiful knitted blanket that she was making for her new grandchild. I liked the
different designs Nancy had used and as I have been working with textiles recently, decided to make a fibre art
piece.!I had a 36" x 36", !9 section frame made to replicate the blanket. The nine shapes were constructed in a
similar colour palette and were made by 'sandwiching' assorted fibres between two pieces of netting and
machine stitching them together. Beads and wires were hand sewn onto the shapes and by using a variety of
threads, different textures evolved. Fishing spinners, wire and beads were used to make the hangers and I like
the way they spin and twirl when a current of air passes by them and the way the sun catches the beads and
wire in the afternoon light. I love the process of hand stitching, layer upon layer of threads creating subtle depths
of colour and texture. Quiet time thinking, listening, to the radio or music and recently, sitting outside enjoying
the sounds of nature waking up with the warm, sunny, ever longer days of Spring. A time to reflect on the
changes that are happening around me, with my family and friends, with ECiD and to be grateful for all that I
have.
Wind

Beginnings

Water

Love

Wood

Trinity

Fire

Endings
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Planet/Home

"

"
"
"
"
Carolanne MacLean

I received some beautiful images from Kirsty of
window displays she had made from various threads, fabrics,
strings, interspersed with magical bits of colour and texture.!
She said she had been thinking of all the threads that hold us
together, family, friends, the connections we make.
"
From this I began to think of the mostly broken family
threads in my life and my mind went to a beautiful tatted
doily I have on my buffet.! I could not remember if it was
done by my grandmother and inherited by me at my
mother's death or, equally possible, something I had!
happened upon at a Goodwill Store or Sally Ann.! From this I
realized the comfort that these stores have given me over
the years.! It was a place I could go in an off moment where
people are mostly kind and I could afford to delight my mind
with some new gizmo or other.
"
So I decided to do a frottage of this beautiful lace doily but to be true to life, only in patches, not the
whole thing.! I did it in happy yellows and reds as well as black and added a purple streak which represents
myself, still reaching, but still here.

The title of my piece is “Inheritance.”

"

Dale Lang

I received from Carolanne the idea of the tactile and textured threading of
the physical and social in the frottage image of a doily that she sent.
I was drawn to use a doily that was part of my grandmother’s trousseau. I
inherited many of the items that she had crocheted as preparation for her
being a wife and mother.
I inherited that……and as I shaped this fragile sculpture I wondered about all
the things that get passed down, what gets forgotten and lost, what gets
reinterpreted and transformed.
Here are some of my musings….
Skin, thin and thickened catching the light and colour of age
Tattooed with scars of wounds like the patterned rings of time passed
Marked by folds and wrinkles!
Translucent and vulnerable as if in the next moment the light within might travel elsewhere.
Naked and bold, arms upraised
I can no longer see what they are holding
A bare breasted battle cry?
A joyous achievement?
I can only see a delicate doily, a threaded breast-plate over
the heart
With a tiny crystal in its centre as if it could catch dreams
This round lacy napkin, an ally of dessert
Weaves the sweetness of life that women are bound to
protect and defend!
Practice and pass down
Its fragility held together by threads of blood and bone
Sometimes dropped sometimes strong
Sometimes lost sometimes found
Sometimes true sometimes gone
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Jess Har$s

From Dale some of what I got was that she had made
a fragile, translucent bust with a heart shaped doily
made!by her Grandmother!- this was Heart Armour the name of the piece. She wonders how do we
connect beauty, comfort and protection when we are
so fragile and impermanent. And other things.
!
I used these ideas to make what was to be a whiterobed heroic goddess stretching her arm out to the
world, protecting, bringing spirituality!and living outside
the house in the 'forest'. Good idea. Somewhere were
Her Highness the!Magic Lady
pillowcase edgings made by my Grandmother for the
granddaughters - some chicken wire, a lace bedspread
crocheted by the mother of an old friend which could be!dipped in plaster of paris,!and I'm away. Not quite. It
helps to have some knowledge of how to use your material.!- And to know that your goddess wants to be a
heroic goddess.!
!
For starters it is difficult to cut chicken wire with scissors - the scissors will break.! Where went the pillowcase
edgings?! Where to get the plaster of paris?! How do you get her to stand up once the heavy, heavy plaster is put
over her body?! ! (Who would think of placing her over a tomato cage?)! !And on and on.! With the!help of a
kind, kind young man at Canadian Tire, who has claimed half of her, she was finally finished.! But had shifted from
a heroic goddess to a more human and lovable creature.
!
There was a little difficulty in the transportation but the main adventure she had was in terrifying a poor man
who came upon her standing by the van early in the morning after he had been drinking all night. !He may never
drink again.! I didn't think until this minute that all my volunteer work now is working with people suffering from
addiction.! Maybe that's what she's about.
!
Anyway she is much beloved, still standing in the living room waiting for the final, waterproof coating so she can
move outside.

Corene Jonat

Allowing chaos to be the beauty and! strength!
to express the love, comfort,!and! protection
of! one's! fragile heart, inspiring joy, trust
and!connection, to life.
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Mary L'%e Meyers

My Wildfire notes for "milkweed tangle to butterfly tango"
This title from seeing a photo June 2014 Harper's, p. 21: "Clover Tangle": from the series Nurturing Time, Life
in a Backyard Garden, by David Wolf. Seeing Mary Lou's image of the wooden bowl with skeins in white and
red streaming from it, I sensed the heart strings and how the sense of heart comes from our collective
history. This evolved into a notion of making a tunnel book, with the "pages" being a series of frames, almost
like small stage sets, with the edges of each of about six frames being a sequence of images in the life cycle
relationship between the milkweed plant and the monarch butterfly: leaves and stalk; caterpillars feeding; ;
plant in flower, butterflies feeding on the nectar; seed pods loosened and floating; butterfly migration; the
winter home in Mexico.
The pages were to be attached to each other on the two vertical sides with accordion-folded stiff paper, so
that the complete piece would stand fully three-dimensional with all the "frames" visible in sequence.
I thought the tunnel book could be circular, for the cyclical nature of the process, and the title -- tangle/tango
-- to capture both the wildness of the plant and the dance of the butterflies, both sources of joy.
If we truly care about the state of our homeworld, we need to see its restoration not as a burden but as a joy
in its rebirth.
The project seemed overwhelming: so many parts, and a book-making technique I've never tried. I made a
simple mock-up to pass along to Carolyn, hoping also to make a collaged cover/box and the back cover being
my small piece of writing about wild gardens, milkweed restoration, and my planned creation of a butterfly
"refuge" in my garden.
By deadline time however, I got no further than collecting the images and devising a maquette, my life at
home having become complicated. . . . Perhaps by the time we gather in Hamilton, I'll find the time to create
the piece.
love to you all,
Norma Lundberg
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Wildfire 2014 process:
Was waiting for Carolyn’s piece on May 30th.
June 1st, no news from Carolyn and anticipated that I might not
receive anything. There wasn’t much time and the week was
busy, so I decided to try and start on my own.
I couldn’t find my I Ching book; found a book of daily meditations
and opened it to June 1st. Also looked up June 1 in a couple of
my journals.
My ideas were dead-ending and I was beginning to panic about
time. I kept walking around the property, around the house, the
garage, wondering what materials I could work with. Nothing
was inspiring me.
The evening of June 2 Carolyn called to say she was backing out
and would send me Norma’s piece. The e-mails with Norma’s
Wildfire arrived the next morning. As usual, I focused on words and images that were strong for me.
Tunnel, layers...
I was especially attracted to the yield sign. The triangle. The trinity. This led to the 3 simple shapes:
triangle, square, circle. This is what I would use....but how? I went to the Thrift Store for inspiration. I
wandered around again looking for materials to work with. Nothing was happening. I contacted Carlo and
told him my piece would be late.
I found the I Ching and threw my coins and got “the receptive”. This relaxed me. and then it started. I
found this piece of a semi-opaque white blind with a circle design and knew that this was my circle. Then I
realized that the fabric itself was the square. Now I needed the triangle. I saw it as red. I thought and
wondered and did drawings....should I sew it, paint it? I found red Japanese paper and wondered how to
use it. More drawings with big triangles, small, placed here, there....nothing was working. I wondered if I
could make a pyramid and hang it....that was an “aha!” moment. Origami. Could I make an origami
butterfly? And here were Norma’s monarch’s. I found information on the internet and as it turns out, the
origami butterflies are made by creating a series of triangles. I began making them and realized that the
butterfly was also Carlo’s symbol. Uncanny.
I placed the first butterfly on the circle where I imagined the heart would be. The 3 red butterflies on the
white, give me a sense of sacrifice.
As it turned out, the images from Norma that inspired me, were in fact not hers, but something she was
sending from the internet.

Luci Dilkus
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When Lucy passed on her butterfly piece to me, it was the energy of
the agitation of not knowing what to do that got my attention most.
Lucy had emailed me a week prior advising that she got her art info/
piece late and would most likely be late too in handed it off to me
which, in turn got me thinking that I might also be late as well but
then relaxed when I found out I was the last one to do the Wildfire
this year for the first time.!
It was the 'agitation' of not knowing what would come out of me that
was the core unconscious focus from which my piece evolved. The
butterfly image that was finally sent was appropriate as this archetypal
image was one I am most familiar with as I had worked with this
image in the second part of the Foundations of Creative Imagination
course that Austin had taught us years ago at York U.
The symbol of the 'butterfly' for me and in symbols books that I have in my library has always been a
symbol of the 'human soul or spirit'. In this context, and with the notion of ideas being expressions of that
soulfulness, I allowed my work to include the natural elements outside my apartment as I worked on my
piece. Often, I would 'wash away' and then repaint with 'splashes of colour' onto my canvass and then
allow it all to dry for a day or two and simply just 'BE with the image' that evolved into what you see now.!
My work as an Art Therapist has taught me an interesting notion about our human brain which is if one
surrenders the process of art making to intuition and the notion of
serendipity that your art expressions will often surprise you in that the
art can be seen in a variety of ways and not just the intended way our
conscious minds would have it in it's original intention. So, it was not a
surprise when I found that when my painting of 'The Monkey Mind'
which showing the agitated mind energies attempting to create a
focussed 'idea', when I turned it 'upside down', revealed a 'Self Portrait'
of myself as the artist with 'said idea' in my left hand pocket.!
I love the process of Wildfire as it always appears to show real evidence
that my piece, being the last this year, also contained aspects of others'
pieces made without my direct conscious communication with those
that came before me aside from Lucy's piece, of course, and her
feelings surrounding her own creation. How cool is that? That, perhaps,
we as human beings can still find ways of visually and ethereally
speaking to one another without direct verbal or written words
(keeping in mind that Words too are symbols... LOL!).
Thanks again to all who allowed me to get to my place. Consciously or
not, I quite literally could not have done it without you. :)
Peace and light,
Carlo Gallina
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EXPLORING CREATIVITY IN DEPTH
JUNE 19, THE LAST HURRAH
Lousie Cordingley-Zych
When Austin, Patricia, Robin and I had our recent
Newsroom meeting, it was decided that a report on
the last ECiD would be written. No problem, happy
to do it. A report suggests objectivity and emotional
detachment. Well, guess what? I couldn't do that. This
has been the most difficult bit of writing I have
done. I don't know how many times I've started this
in my mind and on paper. I am close to missing my
deadline for passing my work on to Robin. And so, I
give up on writing a “report” and choose to write
from my heart. I have become tearful with every
attempt and now accept that the tears are a part of
this.

Robin, Amy, Claudia, Brenda, Ingrid and I....I think
there was a lot of deeps breaths drawn before we
began. Geordie Barnett, the Academic ConsultantAr ts and Technology, with the Dufferin-Peele
Catholic School Board came to share the day with
us.
We got busy. We set up the studio. We set up the
Gallery. We set up the atrium. Business as usual. We
had time for conversation. The conversation turned
to “last day”. I turned and went outside...a safe place
to regain composure. So this was how it was to be?
Thankfully the children arrived early and suddenly
and we were thrust into the busyness of the
morning. The welcome, warmup, visioning, picture
making, cookies and sharing all went as expected
( and unexpected, of course).

I have been facilitating for eleven of the twelve years
we have been doing this at Neilson Park. My life
changed from the moment I did the program for the
first time. I listen differently. I communicate
differently. I approach my creative endeavors
differently. When Austin asked me if I would like to
become a part of this team, which turned out to be
a family, I was honoured and humbled. When I
began, we were volunteers. I don't remember when
we started to be paid. It took me a while to figure
out why I was receiving cheques. The cheques never
stopped surprising me. The truth is, I would have
continued to be a happy volunteer.

But, then lunch and the turn in the conversation and
another turn to my safe place....
As usual, we gathered for Show and Tell in the
Gallery. Afternoon visioning, picture making, sharing
and freezies all went as expected. Gathering up of
backpacks and hats, lining up to say goodbye...my
dam was breaching... the teacher explained that they
knew it was our last day and asked the children to
say a special thank you, recognizing that there were
some sad facilitators. Well, that was it. The dam
crumbled as we received hugs from children who
knew us for just one day.

Our last day, June 19, continues a month later, to be
wrapped in a fog, except for the many moments I
fought to hold myself together. We had a job to do,
after all, and wanted to give the children the best
possible experience we could offer. In my first
attempt to write this I sat in the studio that has been
our home on Thursdays and my home when I teach.
I thought that would help to lift the fog. It didn't
work out too well. A half hour into it I had to stop.

Before I sat to write today, I checked my email.
Austin had JUST sent a letter to Kathleen Haushalter
at NPCC and cc'd our executive. His opening
paragraph was this:
“We had a tearful circle of facilitators when we
gave our last ECiD on June 19. Especially when
we read letters from a grade 6 class from John
English JMS. They were very distressed that we
were not continuing the program.”
I didn't know how to write about those last
moments in the studio. Every time I have thought
about it, I teared up and no words came. Those
moments had to be experienced. Thank you for your
words, Austin.

On Thursday mornings, Patricia would pick me up,
and drop me off at home in the afternoons. When I
got out of the car, she always said the same thing to
me. On the Thursday before our last day I knew I
would fall apart a bit if she said it for the last
time....and I did.
So, on June 19, Patricia and I spoke about random,
safe things on our way to pick Claudia up. Claudia
hadn't been able to facilitate for some time and
requested to be part of this day. Austin, Patricia,
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Back to Show and Tell....There have been a number
of times when Robin and Claudia have performed
together for Show and Tell. It is always improvised,
unique and magical. It was a beautiful plan that they
would do it one last time. As always, I looked
forward to the magic. And they began, in complete
support of each other, there, in the moment and
space. But then something happened. No natural
ending presented itself. The magic continued and
continued and continued. No ending. I needed it to
end because I was falling apart and needed my safe
place quickly. We still had a job to do. Finally, with a
little exchange between Robin, Claudia and Patricia
across the room, par t of the impromptu
performance, Patricia brought it to an end, saying it
was over....it was perfect and how fitting. I turned and
fled to my safe place, with no composure left.

this. Gratitude for the teachers and students who
trusted us with their stories, secrets and pure
pleasure in picture making. Gratitude for being able
to share the last day with people I love and respect.
My, Friends, it has truly been a pleasure and
privilege. Thank you so very much.
( A final note of irony.....on that last morning, Robin
had to rush back out the door the moment she got
there because, on that last morning, at the eleventh
hour....the microphone battery died....)
Louise

Here, in the safety of my “secret garden”, tears roll
down my cheeks as I write, the breeze drying them
part way down. Yes, there are tears of sadness, but
mostly tears of gratitude. Gratitude for Austin and
Patricia. Gratitude for a team that became family.
Gratitude for the extended family of 'Weeds.
Gratitude for the invitation to become a part of ALL

Ingrid, Patricia, Robin, Louise, Brenda, Claudia, Amy, Austin

Nature and Imagination Workshop
Patricia McPhail
High Park was the place to be for Doug Cornell’s Grade
7-8 Gifted class on June 20, 2014. Austin Clarkson , with
Brenda Sturino and Patricia McPhail, led a shortened
version of the Nature and Imagination Workshop.
Divided into three groups, the students were led on a
nature walk first before finding a spot of their own to
spend thirty minutes in silence taking in all that was
there around them.
After their silent meditation each group gathered to
share their experiences with their fellow students, giving
great insights to their relationship with nature. Finally
everyone came together as a whole group to share
what the day had meant to them before taking off for
lunch and an afternoon of exploring on their own.
A great group of students - who left a little more in
tune with Mother Nature; and left the facilitators a little
more in awe of today’s youth.
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NEWS from ‘WEEDS
My first exhibition at Propeller Gallery will take place from September 10 - 21, 2014.
Capturing both the visual and sonic energy of the natural environment is the inspiration for Newton’s exhibition
entitled, “Land Vibes”. Drawings and paintings have evolved into multilayered surfaces of coloured shapes,
gestural lines and collaged textures to create rhythms and harmonies reminiscent of musical notation.
Recent!drawings and paintings are on my website at!www.nancynewton.com
Also, I am currently part of a group show at Canadian Fine Arts from June 19 - August 31-!canadianfinearts.com
Happy summer!
Nancy
!
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MEMBER’S INFORMATION
MILKWEED 20th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH
Shanti Studio, 344 Main St. W., Hamilton
Proposed schedule for the day:
9:30 arrival.
10:00, Yoga-toning meditation led by Alex.
10:30, The Orphan Workshop, led by Beverly and Austin
(making dolls from orphan socks to engage the creative process).
12:00, Bring your own lunch.
1:00, Movement led by Robin.
1:30, Completion of Orphan workshop with sharing in the whole
group.
5:00, Break.
6:00, Potluck supper.

WILDFIRE 2015
A tentative date of May 3, 2015
has been set for our next Wildfire
reveal.
Patricia will be sending out an
inquir y shor tly for those
interested in participating in this
Wildfire process.

MEMBERSHIP
DUES
Happy Birthday Newsroom!!
The November issue will mark
the occasion of its 4th birthday!

Option to stay over in the studio (bring your own bed roll/pillow) or the
Visitor’s Inn in Hamiliton has been reccommended as an alternate place
to stay.

It also marks your
MILKWEED MEMBERSHIP
renewal time!

THE MILKWEED NEWSROOM
CONTRIBUTIONS

Please remit $20, payable to the
“Milkweed Collective”, to Amy
Caper n, 86 Halibur ton Ave
Etobicoke, ON M9B 4Y4 (note
new address!)
DEADLINE, NOVEMBER 1, 2014

Submission Deadline for the November Issue
Our November issue will be a special issue dedicated to the
20th Anniversary celebrations.
In an effort to include the Anniversary events, the Novemeber issue
will be delayed by a month.
Anticipate its arrival in your inbox at the beginning of December!
As always, your personal/professional updates, upcoming events/
shows and even artwork are welcome and encouraged!
WE WOULDN’T HAVE A NEWSROOM WITHOUT YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS!

Please send your submissions to Louise at
louisedzych@gmail.com before
November 15th, 2014.
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Your membership fees go directly
to the production of “The
Newsroom” and we thank you for
helping to make this means of
communication, reflection and
news possible.

May the remainder of

your summer be filled with
joy and peace and your
autumn begin with the
same.
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